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They adore her in Manhattan. They worship her in Hollywood. They idolize her in the liberal media.

But out in the real world are those of us who see through her lies about her husband, reject her

socialist economics, and despise her radical social agenda. We are the members of what Hillary

Clinton described as a "Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy", and at VRWC headquarters, we've been

keeping a file on her. If you're one of us, The Vast Right-Wing Conspiracy's Dossier on Hillary

Clinton will give you all the ammunition to help end Hillary's White House dreams once and for all.

It's all here: the dirty deals, unsavory incidents, insane proposals, revealing comments, and outright

flip-flops in Hillary's past. You'll also find the complete record of her activities since leaving the

White House and the machinery she already has in place to return to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
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This book is a RAPID-FIRE series of substantiated indictments of the former First Lady. It seemed

like every word was annotated or referenced. There are around 12 "exhibits" (over 150 pages of

documents, forms and letters that verify claims in the book ... gov't forms and legal docs are quite

long) and another 8 pages of notes in the back to drive home the message. It's easy to read and

stay engaged with this book. One has no doubt as to where the author and book stand on the issue

of Mrs. Clinton. The tone of each (short) section consistently frowns on the documented, proven,

indisputable, yet ostensibly still "questionable" actions of Mrs. Clinton. You end up shaking your

head and wondering how someone could get away with so much. That said, the title is correct in

saying that this is a (VWRC-style) dossier. The actions in question are documented and/or



explained, then part of the time the author goes an extra step to lambaste the former First Lady or

sneer in Mrs. Clinton's general direction. I never said this was Adam Smith...I don't like

mean-spirited content, and this book tested me very little. I find Carpenter's book to be as witty as

Coulter columns, but a little less snippy. I didn't find that the "non-fact" opinions that occasionally

followed a topic detracted from my experience. In some cases, I beat her to the punchline in my

mind, and thus felt quite involved in the book. It probably deserves 4-1/2 stars for keeping the

reader's attention, but I can't inflate this book at all due to the seriousness of the issues at hand.

Normally, reader-engagement is integral to the quality of a book, but in this review, the focus is

roundly on the ideas expressed within, not whether Ms. Carpenter is yet on par with Hemingway.
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